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Abstract 

Objective. To establish a hindfoot alignment measurement technique based on 

low-dose biplanar radiographs and compare to hindfoot alignment measurements 

on long axial view radiographs, which is the current reference standard. 
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Materials and Methods. Long axial view radiographs and low-dose biplanar 

radiographs of a phantom consisting of a human foot skeleton embedded in acrylic 

glass (Phantom A) and a plastic model of a human foot in three different hindfoot 

positions (Phantoms B1-B3) were imaged in different foot positions (20° internal to 

20° external rotation). Two independent readers measured hindfoot alignment on 

long axial view radiographs and performed 3D hindfoot alignment measurements 

based on biplanar radiographs on two different occasions. Time for 3D 

measurements was determined. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were 

calculated. 

Results. Hindfoot alignment measurements on long axial view radiographs were 

characterized by a large positional variation, with a range of 14°/13° valgus to 

22°/27° varus (reader 1/2 for Phantom A), whereas the range of 3D hindfoot 

alignment measurements was 7.3°/6.0° to 9.0°/10.5° varus (reader 1/2 for 

Phantom A), with a mean and standard deviation of 8.1°±0.6 / 8.7°±1.4, 

respectively. Interobserver agreement was high (ICC=0.926 for Phantom A, and 

ICC=0.886 for Phantoms B1-B3), and agreement between different readouts was 

high (ICC=0.895-0.995 for reader 1, and ICC=0.987-0.994 for reader 2) for 3D 

measurements. Mean duration of 3D measurements was 84 ±15/ 113 ±15 

seconds for reader 1/2. 

Conclusion. 3D hindfoot alignment measurements based on biplanar radiographs 

were independent of foot-positioning during image acquisition and reader-

independent. In this phantom study, the 3D measurements were substantially 

more precise than the standard radiographic measurements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Congenital and acquired abnormalities of the foot and ankle are often associated 

with a varus or valgus misalignment of the hindfoot [1-3]. Hindfoot alignment is first 

estimated clinically during the physical examination, and is subsequently 

quantified on radiographs as a basis for treatment decisions, preoperative 

planning, and monitoring of the postoperative course [4-10]. The measurement of 

hindfoot alignment has been described on hindfoot alignment view radiographs 

(also called Cobey view) and long axial view radiographs [4]. Measurements on 

long axial view radiographs are characterized by a superior interreader agreement, 

compared to Cobey view radiographs [11]. However, all hindfoot alignment 

measurements based on standard radiographs have a considerable interobserver 

variability and even moderate malpositioning can lead to substantial measurement 

errors [12, 11]. 

Recently, low-dose simultaneous biplanar x-ray scanners were introduced [13, 14]. 

Biplanar radiographs can be utilized for measuring anatomical axes and angles in 

the three-dimensional space with a good reliability in a weight-bearing position [13, 

15]. To pursue a reliable measurement technique that is less prone to 

measurement errors due to rotational misplacement at the time of image 

acquisition, we developed a technique for measuring hindfoot alignment based on 

biplanar radiographs with 3D reprojection. The biplanar radiographic scanner has 

the substantial advantage over traditional radiographs that a simultaneous 

acquisition is performed in two planes, which allows to generate a 3D model on 

the scanner software based on the anatomic information of the two planar views 

[13, 15]. When an angle is measured in this 3D model with the use of anatomic 

landmarks, measurement errors that are often seen on standard radiographic 

assessment of the hindfoot alignment can be reduced. 
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The purpose of our study was to establish a hindfoot alignment measurement 

technique based on low-dose biplanar radiographs and compare this technique to 

hindfoot alignment measurements on long axial view radiographs. 

 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

No institutional review board approval was needed for this phantom study. Two 

different types of phantoms were used for this study: Phantom A consisted of a 

human right foot and distal lower leg skeleton embedded in an anatomically 

shaped acrylic glass, and Phantom B consisted of a plastic model of a human left 

foot and lower leg. The hindfoot configuration was fixed in a single position for 

Phantom A. In Phantom B, three different hindfoot positions (Phantom B1, B2, and 

B3) were assembled, whereas the calcaneus was fixed to the cuboid and the talus 

with instant glue in three different positions (hindfoot alignment in varus, neutral, 

and valgus position). 

 

Measurements on long axial view radiographs 

Long axial view radiographic measurements served as reference standard. The 

radiographs were obtained with a fully digital radiography system (Ysio, Siemens 

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) in a standardized fashion [11]. The images were 

acquired with a distance between the x-ray tube and the detector plate of 1.5 m, 

and with a 50-kV tube voltage and a 4.1-mAs tube load. The foot was placed on 

top of the detector plate, with the x-ray beam tilted 45° craniocaudally [11, 8]. For 

the long axial view radiographs in neutral position the medial contour of the foot 

was positioned parallel to the x-ray beam. The radiographs were acquired 9 times 
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in different degrees of rotational misplacement (range: 20° internal rotation to 20° 

external rotation) in each phantom. 

Hindfoot alignment was quantified on the radiographs by measuring the angle 

between the tibial shaft axis and the calcaneal axis (Figure 1)[12]. The tibial shaft 

axis was defined by the line connecting the midpoints of two pairs of points on the 

cortex of the distal tibia. A minimum distance of 3 cm was maintained between 

these two pairs of points. The calcaneal axis was defined as the line connecting 

the midpoint between the lateral edge of the calcaneus at the level of the subtalar 

joint and the corner at the inferior aspect of the sustentaculum base, and the 

midpoint between the medial and lateral contour of the posterior calcaneal process 

(Figure 1).  

 

Measurements on biplanar radiographs 

Immediately after acquiring the radiographs all phantoms were examined in a low-

dose simultaneous biplanar x-ray scanner (EOS imaging system, EOS Imaging 

Inc., Paris, France), that features a C-arm with linear movement, where two 

separate imaging systems that are located perpendicular to each other 

simultaneously acquire one image each. An anteroposterior image (tube voltage, 

85 kV; tube current, 160 mA) and a lateral image (tube voltage, 80 kV; tube 

current, 100 mA) were acquired simultaneously with an acquisition duration of 1.9s 

(Figure 2). Biplanar radiographs were acquired 9 times in each phantom in 

different degrees of rotational misplacement (range: 20° internal to 20° external 

rotation). The positioning of the phantoms was performed manually with the help 

of the scanner’s reference laser and a standard medical goniometer. 

The biplanar radiographic data were subsequently processed using the 

manufacturer-specific software (sterEOS software, EOS imaging system, EOS 
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Imaging Inc., Paris, France). This software allows for unequivocal identification of 

a point in the three-dimensional space defined by its projection on the two 

perpendicular biplanar images (anteroposterior and lateral image that were 

acquired in one simultaneous acquisition) and the use of anatomic landmarks. 

Hindfoot alignment was measured based on the specific anatomical landmarks 

listed below. These landmarks were placed separately by two independent 

readers (initials blinded for review purposes) in the sterEOS software, with the use 

of the “3D toolbox” that can identify lines and points in a three-dimensional 

coordinate system based on their position on two perpendicular planar views. 

Based on these landmarks a custom-built Matlab code calculated the hindfoot 

alignment angle in a similar fashion as the so called “simplified personalized 

parametric model” that is implemented in the sterEOS software for other anatomic 

regions [15] (Figure 3). 

First, the tibial shaft axis was defined by the line connecting the midpoints of two 

pairs of points on the cortex of the distal tibia (Figure 2). In analogy to the long 

axial view radiographic measurements, a minimum distance of 3 cm was 

maintained between these two pairs of points, and both points were placed at least 

4 cm proximal to the ankle in order to obtain reliable measurements. 

Second, the hindfoot axis defined by the line connecting a proximal and a distal 

reference point (Figure 2): The proximal reference point was set on the cortex of 

the talus at the highest point of the trochlea on the lateral image, and at the 

midpoint of the trochlea on the anteroposterior image. The distal reference point 

was set on the cortex of the calcaneus at the lowest point of the calcaneus on the 

lateral image, and at the midpoint between the medial and lateral plantar tubercle 

of the calcaneus on the anteroposterior image (Figure 2). 
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Third, a sagittal reference line of the foot was drawn along the medial contour of 

the foot. This line was defined by a reference point on the calcaneus and a second 

reference point on the head of the first metatarsal bone (Figure 2). On the 

calcaneus, the point was placed on the medial process of the calcaneus on the 

lateral image, and on the medial edge of the calcaneus on the anteroposterior 

image. The reference point at the head of the first metatarsal bone was positioned 

on the medial contour of the head in the anteroposterior image, and in the center 

of the head on the lateral image. The time needed for manually defining all 

reference points was determined for each reader. 

The biplanar radiographs and annotated reference lines and points were saved in 

the DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format and then 

analyzed using a custom-made Matlab code (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), 

which automatically calculates the hindfoot alignment, using a 3D reprojection 

(Figure 3). This Matlab code calculated the three-dimensional hindfoot alignment 

by using the tibial shaft axis, the hindfoot axis, and the sagittal plane (as defined in 

our model by the axis of the tibia and the sagittal reference line of the foot), based 

on the reference lines and points that were saved in the DICOM data of each 

examination. Positive values indicated a hindfoot varus alignment, and negative 

values indicated a hindfoot valgus alignment. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the hindfoot alignment, mean 

values and standard deviations were calculated. Interobserver agreement and 

agreement between the first and second measurement was calculated using the 

intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). All analyses were performed with 

statistical software (SPSS for Windows, release 17.0; SPSS, Chicago, Ill).
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RESULTS 

Measurements on long axial view radiographs 

Long axial view radiographic measurements showed a large variation in hindfoot 

alignment measurements for the different rotational positions for all phantoms. The 

range of measurements for Phantom A on the long axial view radiographs was -

14° (valgus) to 22° (varus) for reader 1, and -13° (valgus) to 27° (varus) for reader 

2 (Figures 1 and 4). For Phantom B1 the range of measurements on the long axial 

view radiographs was -14° (valgus) to 22° (varus) for reader 1, and -13° (valgus) to 

24° (varus) for reader 2, and the range of measurements on the long axial view 

radiographs was similar for Phantom B2 and B3 (Figure 5). 

 

Measurements on biplanar radiographs 

3D hindfoot alignment measurements based on biplanar radiographs showed an 

increased measurement stability for different rotational positions compared to the 

long axial view radiographs, both for Phantom A (Figures 3 and 4) and for 

Phantom B1, B2, and B3 (Figure 5). 

The range of 3D hindfoot alignment measurements for Phantom A was 7.3° to 9.0° 

(varus) for reader 1, and 6.0° to 10.5° (varus) for reader 2, with a mean angle of 

8.1° ± 0.6 for reader 1, and 8.7° ± 1.4 for reader 2 for the first readout (Figure 4). 

The measurements obtained at the second readout for Phantom A were similar to 

the first readout, with a range of 7.0° to 9.5° (varus) for reader 1, and 8.0° to 9.6° 

(varus) for reader 2, with a mean angle of 7.9° ± 0.8 for reader 1, and 8.9° ± 0.5 for 

reader 2. Interreader agreement was high for measurements with Phantom A (ICC 

= 0.926), and also agreement between different readouts was high (ICC = 0.995 

for reader 1, and ICC = 0.994 for reader 2). 
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The range of 3D hindfoot alignment measurements for Phantom B1 was 2.8° to 

6.4° (varus) for reader 1, and 1.0° to 4.4° (varus) for reader 2, with a mean angle 

of 4.2° ± 1.1 for reader 1, and 3.0° ± 1.3 for reader 2 for the first readout (Figure 

5). The measurements obtained at the second readout for Phantom B1 were 

similar to the first readout, with a range of 3.5° to 8.5° (varus) for reader 1, and 

0.8° to 4.8° (varus) for reader 2, with a mean angle of 6.7° ± 1.7 for reader 1, and 

3.1° ± 1.3 for reader 2. 

The range and mean values of the 3D hindfoot alignment measurements were 

similar for Phantom B2 and B3 (Figure 5). Interreader agreement was high for 

measurements with Phantom B1, B2, and B3 (ICC = 0.886), and also agreement 

between different readouts was high (ICC = 0.895 for reader 1, and ICC = 0.987 

for reader 2). 

Mean duration of 3D hindfoot alignment measurements based on the biplanar 

radiographs was 84 ± 15 seconds (range, 60 – 126 seconds) for reader 1 and 113 

± 15 seconds (range, 92 – 153 seconds) for reader 2. 
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DISCUSSION 

The clinical assessment of hindfoot alignment and its radiographic quantification 

have gained considerable importance in the last few years, both for the initial 

assessment as well as for the postoperative monitoring of patients with various 

abnormalities of the foot and ankle [7, 8, 10, 11]. A precise assessment of the 

hindfoot alignment is crucial in patients who undergo an ankle arthrodesis to plan 

the re-alignment of the hindfoot and to reproduce a physiologic gait pattern, or in 

patients with acquired flatfoot deformity where a tendon repair or tendon transfer is 

supplemented by a medial displacement calcaneal osteotomy [9, 10, 16]. 

However, so far no method is available that allows a precise measurement of 

hindfoot alignment in daily radiological practice [11, 12]. 

Incorrect positioning of the foot can lead to substantial measurement errors when 

assessing the hindfoot alignment on radiographs, which is the current reference 

standard [12]. In patients with foot deformities, the exact positioning can be quite 

difficult for the radiology technician, and a measurement stability of ± 5° has been 

considered acceptable for these radiographs [12, 17]. A hindfoot angle of about 5° 

valgus is considered as a normal hindfoot axis, and both valgus angles over 10° or 

any hindfoot varus angle are considered abnormal [12, 17]. With a measurement 

stability of ± 5° for different rotational positions and a considerable interreader 

variability for standard radiographic measurements, there is however no clear 

boundary between normal and abnormal hindfoot angles [12].  

The most reliable standard radiographic hindfoot alignment measurements are 

currently achieved by long axial view radiographs, a technique that is superior to 

the previously used Cobey view radiographs [12, 11]. Our study introduces for the 

first time hindfoot alignment measurements based on biplanar radiographs, with a 

method that is not dependent of the manufacturer. We were able to show that 3D 
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hindfoot alignment measurements based on biplanar radiographs were 

substantially better than measuring the hindfoot alignment on the long axial view 

radiographs, thus making it easier to determine whether a hindfoot alignment is 

physiologic or whether it is abnormal. As a correct assessment of the hindfoot 

alignment is an important element in the treatment of various hindfoot or ankle 

abnormalities, 3D hindfoot alignment measurements could improve both the initial 

evaluation and planning of therapy in patients with conditions such as acquired 

flatfoot deformity or in patients that undergo ankle arthrodesis as well as for the 

assessment of the postoperative course in such patients [9, 10, 16]. Hindfoot 

alignment can be assessed with the biplanar x-ray scanner in an upright weight-

bearing position, which might be helpful for the quantification of hindfoot alignment 

when a decision needs to be made whether the hindfoot alignment is physiologic 

or abnormal and whether or not to perform a calcaneus osteotomy in a patient. 

Furthermore, the hindfoot alignment can be calculated with the method used in our 

study based on low-dose biplanar radiographic data acquired in patients that 

undergo this examination for the quantification of the leg length and the 

mechanical axis of the legs, which might allow to omit additional radiographs for 

quantifying the hindfoot alignment [18]. 

Contrary to the reference standard radiographs, the 3D hindfoot alignment 

measurements based on the biplanar radiographs are not dependent on the 

correct positioning of the foot at the time of image acquisition. This is 

advantageous to the currently used reference standard radiographs, where even 

minor malpositioning can lead to substantial measurement errors [11, 12]. 

In conclusion, 3D hindfoot alignment measurements based on biplanar 

radiographs were independent of foot-positioning during image acquisition and 
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reader-independent. The 3D measurements were substantially more precise than 

the long axial view radiographic measurements. 
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FIGURES 

 

Fig. 1 Long axial view radiograph (LAR) of human foot skeleton embedded in 

acrylic glass (Phantom A). The hindfoot alignment was measured between the 

tibial shaft axis and the calcaneus axis (full red lines). These axes are defined by 

connecting the midpoints (points) of two accessory lines (dotted lines). The 

radiograph was acquired with the phantom positioned in 15° internal rotation. 
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 a  

b   

Fig. 2 Biplanar radiographs of Phantom A in the anteroposterior view (a) and the 

lateral view (b). Reference points are positioned simultaneously on both images on 

the scanner software to define the tibial shaft axis (vertical red line), the hindfoot 

axis (oblique red line), and the sagittal reference line (white line). Accessory lines 

(dotted lines) are used for the correct positioning of the measurement lines (these 
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are positioned at the red midpoints of the accessory lines). The 3D hindfoot 

alignment is then calculated using a custom-made Matlab code. The images 

shown were acquired with the phantom positioned in 15° external rotation. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of 3D-hindfoot alignment measurement method that 

was used for the biplanar radiographic data. The hindfoot angle is defined by the 

tibial shaft axis and the hindfoot axis (red lines). Using the reference points 

described in Figure 2 the Matlab code measures the misalignment (β) of the 

medial contour of the foot (white line) versus the sagittal plane and subsequently 

obtains the projected tibial shaft axis and hindfoot axis (blue lines) on the coronal 

plane via a 3D reprojection. The hindfoot alignment (α) is then measured 

automatically on the coronal plane. Photograph of Phantom A is depicted to 

illustrate measurements.
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Fig. 4 Hindfoot alignment in Phantom A, as measured by reader 1 (black) and 

reader 2 (gray) on biplanar radiographs with 3D-measurements (full line), 

compared to standard long axial view radiographs (LAR; dashed line). The 

phantom was placed in different positions from 20° (internal rotation) to -20° 

(external rotation). Negative hindfoot alignment values indicate a valgus hindfoot 

alignment and positive values indicate a varus hindfoot alignment. Data from the 

first readout are displayed. 
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Fig. 5 Hindfoot alignment in Phantom B1 (top; varus hindfoot alignment), B2 

(middle; valgus hindfoot alignment), and B3 (bottom; neutral hindfoot alignment), 
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as measured by reader 1 (black) and reader 2 (gray) on biplanar radiographs with 

3D-measurements (full line), compared to standard long axial view radiographs 

(LAR; dashed line). The phantoms were placed in different positions from 20° 

(internal rotation) to -20° (external rotation). Negative hindfoot alignment values 

indicate a valgus hindfoot alignment and positive values indicate a varus hindfoot 

alignment. Data from the first readout are displayed.  

 


